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Ygsium is an exotic material 

essential for the functioning of 

much of the faster-than-light 

technology in the galaxy. When 

charged and discharged like a 

capacitor, two identical pieces of 

solid ygsium instantly teleport 

surrounding matter from the 

vicinity of one piece to the vicinity 

of the other. Ygsium is not 

produced naturally and no 

present civilisation is capable of 

generating it by artificial means, 

all existing deposits being left 

over from the Omni civilisation. 

Atomic ygsium is comprised of a 

single ygson orbited by a single 

electron; as a solid it is a …  

Ygsium 
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WELCOME  
TO THE NEXUS 

Welcome to the June 2020 issue of the Omniverse Nexus official 

quarterly zine! The Omniverse Nexus (often referred to as the Nexus 

in shorthand) is an online community home to multiple original 

settings where users have created stories, art and more under shared 

universes. 

With humble origins as fan fiction for the 2008 video game Spore, the 

Nexus spawned not only multiple genres of varying scope but also 

multimedia such as art, music and even several video games in 

development. Today, there are six settings. Each setting has their own 

independent continuity, themes and styles. 

Galactic Crucibles — A space science fiction setting with a focus on 

plausibility, deep history, and galaxy-spanning conflicts. Ancient, 

powerful civilizations have left their mark on the Crucible Galaxy. Even 

in their absence, their influence continues to shape the evolution of 

their successors. 

Erudite Tales — A high fantasy setting where magic is a limited 

resource. The mortal races fend for themselves in a world left behind 

by its original gods. The setting has no era of focus, and stories explore 

a world filled with fantastical creatures and unearthly landscapes all 

throughout the ages. 
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Infinite Histories — A multiverse of realities where the history of Earth 

took a different path. The multiverse was studied extensively by the 

Think Tank before it was overtaken by the destructive Multiverse War. 

Now the verses lie separate, their hidden connections only accessible 

to those who can find them.  

Dreamwalkers — An adventure fantasy setting where many worlds 

exist beyond the familiar. People can explore these worlds through 

their dreams, but until an event in 1999 exposed them again, they 

were hidden from the public by their ignorance. 

Smog Hollows — A horror setting where reality is fluid and terrors 

reign supreme. Stories are centred on claustrophobic locales known as 

‘Hollows’ which are surrounded on all sides by the malevolent Smog. 

Time before the smog rolled in is vague at best, with anything outside 

of the monster-filled abyss being a distant memory.  

Heroic Ages — An alternate Earth where individuals with superhuman 

powers have existed since humanity's beginnings. These Supers have 

altered the course of history, defining a series of golden ages 

punctuated by eras of darkness. Stories in this world take place from 

the time of Atlantis into a post-apocalyptic future. 

The Omniverse Nexus website and its Discord server are our meeting 

places to plan and build our worlds. As a result of a recent boon of 

interest and activity, we’ve been working hard to update the website’s 

user interface to make it more professional. Even if it’s daunting to sort 

through over a thousand articles to polish and improve them, an 

exciting period of growth lies ahead of the Nexus.  
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GALACTIC  
CRUCIBLES 

What is Galactic Crucibles?  

GC is a science fiction setting in the galaxy of Crucible, 

where a chaotic history stretches back as far as the 

beginning of the universe as we know it. Alien races, 

empires, and adventurers dare to survive and thrive in a 

universe where nothing is certain and everything is 

possible. Between vast fleets of battleships dueling 

cyclobranes hidden in the galactic core to plucky 

explorers blazing their trails, a million stories are born in 

the momentous lives and events that shape the worlds. 

Grant ‘Suppy’ Kirkland 
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What is science like in Galactic Crucibles?  

GC is a mixture of hard and operatic science fiction. As much as 

possible, considerations are made to create interesting 

situations, although everything is designed and justified with as 

much of a basis in real-world theoretical science as possible. 

Short range travel between star systems is achieved with 

varying types of FTL engines, whereas long-range travel is 

enabled by paired jump gates, whose fuel consumption (and 

fuel complexity!) scales exponentially with their size. Moving a 

pirate freighter with a slave cargo is not an inordinately 

expensive task - moving a carrier strike group is. 
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EDGE OF  
THE GALAXY 

James ‘Avetzan’ Mork 

For many of the intelligent species of the 

Crucible Galaxy their collective home 

was a truly immense place. It was a 

melting pot of a million civilisations. 

There was no part of that infinite sky 

which was not home, when looked upon 

from the inside. However, there were 

those who viewed the galaxy from an-

other perspective. From the outside, the 

Crucible Galaxy was merely another 

shining point in the darkness of an in-

tergalactic void. The depth of that vast 

nothing was far greater than any indi-

vidual could imagine - yet something 

within stirred, fixing its gaze on that 

‘shining point’... 

For a hundred thousand years, the plan-

et of the Darwol had been escaping the 

confines of the galaxy. Thrown from its 

home star, it would drift deeper into the 

void for all eternity. The Darwol them-

selves had only found out recently - they 

had merely climbed out from beneath 

the thick ice a couple millennia ago - but 

it did not bother them. Having only been 

aware of an ‘outside’ for so long, the 

difference between a sky filled with stars 

or a sky lacking them was secondary to 

the fact that a sky existed at all. An even 

stranger fact was that there were crea-

tures that hailed from this ‘outside’: 

They each professed to be from separate 

areas, to have unique cultures, and pre-

fer various modes of entertainment, but 

really they were all the same - large, 

bodily beings with limbs of some form 

who came along in metallic capsules that 

originated from that same point in the 

sky - the Crucible. 

Amongst all these visitors there was only 

one type that seemed to differ in any 

regard - The Nuuska. All except for the 

Nuuska came in order to study the Dar-

wol, a situation that was apparently pro-

found and unique for the quality that 

their home did not swing around a cen-

tral burning ‘star’. No... instead, the 

Nuuska seemed to share the Darwol’s 
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own fascination with that mysterious 

‘above’, and came to join them in look-

ing up at the hanging darkness that per-

vaded the outside. They’d constructed 

some other kind of capsules atop the ice 

- but they never interfered with the lives 

of the Darwol themselves. It was for this 

reason that the Nuuska had earned the 

respect of the Darwol. 

After a long time had passed, supposedly 

marked on the Crucible’s calendars by a 

‘decade’, the Darwol decided to send an 

envoy to the Nuuska in the name of di-

plomacy. Coalescing their individual 

cells, they gathered together into a body 

and climbed into a stasis suit capable of 

withstanding the extreme temperatures 

of the outside. Usually the bodies they 

formed were temporary and trivial, but 

this specific collection decided to name 

itself ‘Darren’ for the momentous occa-

sion that may go down in the annals of 

history. Following this, Darren sham-

bled their way slowly over the kilometres 

of desolate landscape towards the pres-

ence of the aliens. 

Finally coming across the station that 

had been built, Darren internally recon-

structed their optic nerves in order to 

distinguish an entrance more easily. 

After gazing upon the tall blue cylinders 

in front of them for a while, Darren 

turned around and noticed that one of 

the Nuuska was standing outside in a 

cloak. Shambling closer, they observed 

the stillness of the creature. Like the 

others that had visited, their macro-

sized body seemed a permanent struc-

ture. The alien’s skin was a shade be-

tween red and purple, and seemed to 

wrap around a bipedal body plan - two 

long legs, two skinny arms, and a head 

adorning the top. The Nuuska’s head 

had four large black orbs embedded 

within it - eyes that swirled with specks 

similar to that dark sky above. It did not 

turn to acknowledge Darren’s arrival. 

They waited in silence a while. Darren 

attempted to fix a sight on something in 

the dark portion of the sky that the 

Nuuska was looking at, but could not 

find anything of interest. Perhaps it was 

just deep in thought. Ruminating was 

apparently one of the hobbies of the 

races that originated in the galaxy they 

all came from. The Darwol never had 

time to ruminate, those kinds of tasks 

were delegated to particular formations 

in their society - it was a bit beyond 

Darren’s capacities. At a loss for ideas, 

Darren decided to ease the strain on 

their formation and sat down. After sev-

eral more minutes the Nuuska turned 

June 2020 Galactic Crucibles 
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their head to look at the Darwol. Darren 

could not perceive it’s intention, but it 

was unlikely to be violent. It took an arm 

out from its cloak and pointed towards 

the cylinders, where an opening parted 

the surface. Darren assumed it must be a 

kind of invitation, and decided to walk 

over to the cylinder, though it seemed 

strange that the Nuuska stayed outside, 

and went back into the trance it was in 

earlier... staring at the void... 

The entrance to the cylinder closed si-

lently, and for a moment nothing hap-

pened. Inside, there was no indication of 

direction - a seamless silver interior. 

Darren lurched. The capsule seemed to 

be moving, but the lack of any features 

only served to disorient its occupants. A 

short while thereafter the capsule came 

to a stop, and opened again. Darren 

gazed around as artificial light bloomed. 

Just ahead there were some types of 

miniature farms, suspended in glass. A 

number of corridors went in many direc-

tions. For the darwol this building was 

extremely spacious, but upon finding 

another Nuuska one could understand 

the cramped living conditions. The alien 

that had just walked into the room was 

in a perpetual stoop. It beckoned the 

Darwol forward, and Darren heeded the 

instruction. In the next room there were 

two more of bird-like creatures (though, 

in truth, no Darwol had ever seen what a 

‘bird’ really looked like). They were each 

pouring over screens of numerical val-

ues. The group seemed to be searching 

for some kind of pattern within the data, 

but could not find it. They turned to-

wards Darren, almost as if to ask for 

help - though no question or command 

was uttered. Understanding the inten-

tion, however, Darren brought them-

selves to one of the chairs in front of the 

monitor. 

Upon sitting down, the Darwol decided 

to change formation. Drawing up cells 

that were currently in-use by their lim-

bic system, they were instead invested 

into the make-shift cerebrum that was 

housed in the upper portion of the stasis

-suit. Darren could feel their intelligence 

growing - as if waking from a dream, 

continuously peeling back layers of 

awareness. When Darren had invested 

as many cells as could be done safely, 

they turned their eyes towards the 

screens. In the reflection of the monitors 

they found an image of themselves: a 

viscous pile of goop inside a suit, placed 

on a chair. When their eyes focused, 

they could even count the individual 

cells that made up the current for-

mation. For a moment, the Darwol 

June 2020 Galactic Crucibles 
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thought about a change of name, as 

would be customary, but the larger force 

behind its collective mind decided 

‘Darren’ was good enough while there 

were other things at hand (though some-

where it was noted that they were now 

‘Darren II’). They turned their attention 

back to the screens - this time paying 

attention to the data presented. 

By the apparent trajectories they under-

stood that some of these values were 

related to the planet they were situated 

on - termed a ‘rogue planet’ in the Nuus-

ka’s files. They looked for similar values, 

coming upon other planetary objects 

that were supposedly all around the 

‘Crucible’. The inner context of the val-

ues made these trivial, however, as the 

focus of these values was in fact on the 

stellar bodies - stars. On one screen were 

the averages and expectancies, and on 

another... the actualities... something 

was wrong... Darren was studying the 

patterns for the lifespans of various 

stars, and of course there were discrep-

ancies, of course there were wide ranges, 

but this was something... different. 

These changes were sudden, outside of 

the boundaries of the events of superno-

vae or collapses - spying another screen, 

even all known artificial events were 

being accounted for... Some of these 

stars were shifting magnitudes far be-

fore their time - some in ways that 

should not be possible. What should 

have taken a couple billion years was 

taking mere centuries, in some situa-

tions a couple decades... and all of the 

cases being presented were around the 

outer rim of the galaxy - namely the sys-

tems where the Nuuska held presence. 

Darren II looked around at the three 

aliens standing behind the chair. Clearly 

they had come to a similar conclusion - a 

directed attack. But there was also puz-

zlement, why an attack in so indirect a 

form? How were the stars experiencing 

this kind of phenomena? Who would 

have the motivation to do this? Then 

Darren II understood... The Nuuska that 

had been outside was not merely looking 

into the sky, they were staring into the 

dark parts. Something was out there, 

and it was beginning to coil around the 

Crucible galaxy. To most, it would be 

immeasurable - but the Nuuska are 

spread sparse and far, away from the 

core regions for reasons of their own. 

The Nuuska were the only ones who 

would be collecting the specific data 

needed to be aware of what was happen-

ing. And now the Darwol had a share of 

this knowledge. But... why? This attack 

did not seem to be a threat to the Dar-

June 2020 Galactic Crucibles 
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wol. The experimental shifts would only 

affect the stars of the galaxy, as a by-

product this would affect the planets. If 

the attack surged inwards then perhaps 

civilisations would collapse, the galaxy 

would go dark, and cold ruins would be 

left behind. But this did not matter to 

the Darwol - they would live on peace-

fully as long as they drifted outwards - 

as long as the radiation and heat from 

the core of their planet lasted, and per-

haps long after that with the theoretical 

technology they were working on. The 

apparent ‘danger’ was nothing of the 

sort to the Darwol. And then the pieces 

clicked into place. Darren II understood 

why they were allowed to visit this 

strange race they had a respect for: they 

were a neutral party. There was no bias 

of kinship towards the galaxy with the 

analysis that had been performed by 

Darren II. It was a peer review. Darren 

II had confirmed their suspicions, and 

judging by their reaction, their fears. 

It was here that Darren II decided to 

reform their limbic system, now Darren 

III, and shambled their way around the 

rest of the capsule - taking note of any-

thing that seemed interesting. The group 

of Nuuska had been gathered together, 

working on some kind of plan, but Dar-

ren III had grown bored of the interac-

tion and yearned for some more im-

portant task to be fit for. Darren III 

made their way back home, through the 

featureless capsule and back onto the 

barren ice drifts of the surface, and 

eventually back down below the ice 

sheets. The information of this experi-

ence was passed on throughout Darwol 

society, as the cells that once made up 

Darren III passed from formation to 

formation, diluting through the collec-

tive bodies. 

The Darwol wondered if they would ever 

see the Nuuska again - as shortly after 

this event it was noted that they depart-

ed. But still, other visitors came along. 

The Darwol kept a part of their attention 

on that specific section of the sky in fu-

ture, wondering what was to become of 

the danger they faced. But it was only a 

matter of trivial knowledge. The rogue 

planet kept drifting deeper and deeper 

into the intergalactic void - carrying the 

life within further and further from the 

edge of the galaxy. 

www.omniversenexus.net/wiki/ 

Story:Edge_of_the_Galaxy 
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The Second Karalian Empire was found-

ed following the supernova of the Eye of 

Uszaroth. The entirety of the Karalian 

Empire consolidated into the Jar system 

forcing a complete reform of the govern-

ment to operate out of the Jar sys-

tem located in the Krizael Expanse. The 

capital world is Jaran. 

History 

Origins 

The Jar system was the final bastion of 

Karalian Empire civilization during 

the Anathema Wars. The Greenwater 

Nebula was a hotspot for civil war incit-

ed by the Union of Eteno Socialist 

States as well as the invasions by 

both LUCIS and the Anathema. In 

the Twin Hearts Nebula, an impending 

supernova by the red supergiant Eye of 

Uszaroth forced the mass evacuation of 

the systems in the area to include 

the Vaikan homeworld of Ucharpli. Alt-

hough the Krizael Expanse suffered 

SECOND  
KARALIAN EMPIRE 

Karl ‘Krayfishkarl’ Ast 

Location 

Capital 

Official Languages 

Species 

Religions 

Demonym 

Government 

- Leader 

Area 

Population 

 

Twin Hearts Nebula 

Krizael Palace, Jaran 

Luuschtuntski, Yallvus Talk, Jaranese 

Vaikan, Eteno, Drussiray 

Dragon Daughters of Krayhan 

Karalian 

Constituional Monarchy, Empire 

Rustiagon Ardan 

1 system 

3 trillion  
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damage from the initial invasion by the 

UESS, the Jar system was able to en-

dure. Out of necessity, it became a plan-

et where refugees across the galaxy fled 

to in the wake of the collapse of not only 

the KE and UESS, but the entire Galactic 

Senate. Jaran's population swelled into 

the trillions forcing rapid accommoda-

tions for the hundreds of different sapi-

ent species that entered the area. This 

was a gradual process as the Karalian 

Empire had lost their jumpgate network 

due to the wars. Slower methods of FTL 

were required to travel between systems. 

To ensure that the denizens of the Twin 

Hearts Nebula had enough time to evac-

uate, the last king of the Karalian Em-

pire, Rustiagon Karrel, sacrificed him-

self by guiding some Anathema to de-

vour Eye of Uszaroth. Although he 

stopped the total destruction of the Twin 

Hearts Nebula systems, the gamma radi-

ation still rendered the habitable planets 

unsuitable for long term civilization. 

Karrel's actions did however allow for 

the logistics of the evacuation to be a 

much smoother process. Karrel desig-

nated his adopted brother Rustiagon 

Ardan as the next king. 

The loss of administrative control over 

both Greenwater and Twin Hearts di-

rectly lead to the center of government 

being reorganized in Jaran. The planet's 

city districts were redrawn to accommo-

date the influx of immigrants and refu-

gees, and the bureaucracy and politics 

was heavily reshuffled to adapt to the 

new situation. Ardan reformed the Kara-

lian Empire effectively from the ground 

up, and thus, it became officially known 

as the Second Karalian Empire. 

Adaptation of  
the Government 

The loss of the Karalian jumpgate net-

work meant that Jaran became heavily 

isolated from other civilizations. This 

did not stop the amount of refugees and 

immigrants from entering the system 

however as they used slower methods of 

FTL to reach the system. This gave Ja-

ran the necessary time to build an infra-

structure to support them although in 

one hundred years, the population grew 

by 900%. Thus, the planet would soon 

become an ecumenopolis. Despite the 

war, the Karalian Empire was able to 

maintain its status as a post-scarcity 

economy. In a ruined galaxy, Jaran was 

considered one of the few remaining 

jewels of civilization that was left. Alt-

hough most of the planet is civilized and 

gentrified, some sections still contain 

June 2020 Galactic Crucibles 
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Dark Zones where a criminal under-

world is highly active. 

Forming Alliances 

One hundred years after the end of the 

Anathema Wars, Jaran had finally been 

established as a stable society. The in-

flux of immigrants and refugees had 

passed. However, Jaran still remained 

an isolated world due to the lack of 

jumpgates. Ardan wished to build fur-

ther relations with other kingdoms and 

civilizations that had survived the war. 

One of his first moves was to establish 

relations with the Okhnavayan Demo-

cratic Systems Federation, a polity that 

originated from the remnants of the 

UESS that still had access to jumpgates. 

Many parts of the galaxy closeby had 

opted for a feudal structure with a mon-

archy style of government, and thus, 

Ardan took part in the same practices. 

Ardan was to marry Queen Kadija from 

the ODSF. 

Attempted  
Assassination of Ardan 

Although the Second Karalian Empire 

had been successful over the past centu-

ry, there were some that disliked Ardan 

for one reason or another. A terrorist 

group called Regicide viewed Ardan as a 

dictator and attempted to kill him. This 

would force Ardan into hiding among 

Jaran's Dark Zones. The High Earls 

would run the government in his ab-

sence. However, there were rumors that 

Regicide was working directly with the 

lower echelons of the bureaucracy in an 

attempt to form a coup. Ardan did not 

give up. He would turn to Queen Kadija 

for aid. 

Government 

The government structure still has trac-

es of its old government, but the refor-

mations are drastic enough that it is 

more or less an entirely new regime. 

Much of the government's specific inner 

workings have been restructured to sup-

port Jaran's higher population density. 

The center of government is located in a 

large floating city in low orbit known 

as Krizael Palace. 

Government Positions 

Monarch - The current monarch is 

Rustiagon Ardan. He has ruled for over 

one hundred years so far. 

High Earls - Noble councilmen who are 

experts in certain fields. 

June 2020 Galactic Crucibles 
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Dukes - In the former Karalian Empire, 

the Dukes would rule over whole solar 

systems. Due to the empire's restructur-

ing, they now rule over certain city dis-

tricts. There was no loss in scope as the 

population of these city districts is com-

parable to the planets the Dukes used to 

rule over. 

Dark Zones 

Dark Zones are similar to their First 

Karalian Empire counterparts. In Jaran, 

they are city districts or wilderness areas 

that are outside the system that has been 

established. Dark Zones on paper are 

considered designated lawless areas 

where responsibility is not taken by law 

enforcement or emergency services for 

whatever occurs there. Black market 

trade and traditional bartering often 

takes place here. A complex criminal 

underground exists within the Dark 

Zones. 

The government occasionally hires mer-

cenaries or sends special ops to raid 

Dark Zones to gain reputation or to oth-

erwise run ethically questionable, off the 

book operations. 

Culture 

Reputation System 

The Second Karalian Empire like its 

predecessor is a post-scarcity economy 

although it has abandoned traditional 

currencies. While the first Karalian Em-

pire did factor reputation into its econo-

my alongside a fiat currency, the Second 

Karalian Empire uses reputation as its 

sole means of trading goods. Basic ne-

cessities such as food and shelter are 

provided for free allowing one to live in 

comfortable isolation. However, to rise 

in social status and be recognized among 

peers, one must perform feats of reputa-

tion. Value is measured in the novelty of 

one's actions. For example, a traditional-

ly cooked meal can be seen as more nov-

el or valuable than one generated by a 

food synthesizer. 

Reputation is specifically measured on 

an individual basis through the use of a 

sophisticated cryptocurrency database. 

In a society where the advent of perfect 

cloning and genetic engineering is possi-

ble, perfect clones can be differentiated 

by measuring someone on a quantum 

level. The system is not completely fool-

proof as black markets exist in the Dark 

Zones to create fake identities. 

Because of how negative the view of 
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death is in Jaran, the cost is reputation 

to come back to life. Thus, a commodity 

on Jaran is literal life insurance. If one 

were to die by an accident, you would be 

funded the ability to come back to life. 

Otherwise, it would be an out of pocket 

expense. However, permanent death 

and suicide is illegal. Anyone who 

chooses to become a citizen of Jaran will 

have their brain data permanently 

backed up and will be unable to die. 

Despite this, if you can't pay, you'll be 

put into limbo until someone is willing 

to pay for you to be revived. 

Etiquette 

The Code of Trust that was infamously 

present in the first Karalian Empire is 

no longer enforced as strictly. Displaying 

emotions as well as eating in public are 

now more tolerated. One could say it is a 

natural maturation of Vaikan society's 

ability to have mutual understandings of 

what is and what isn't acceptable in pub-

lic. A direct result of this has been a ma-

jor boost in culinary development. 

Lifestyle 

Nuclear families are not the standard as 

they have been in the past. A Vaikan can 

choose to live with someone else such as 

family and friends but it is not wholly 

necessary as every individual is entitled 

to housing to support just themselves. 

Blood relation is considered for the most 

part unimportant as advanced cloning 

and genetic engineering technology has 

rendered family lines for the most part 

obsolete. 

Because any person can change their 

appearance to look like nearly anything 

including gender and species, relation-

ships and companionships are often 

formed via personality. Multiple differ-

ent types of sexuality that were once 

considered curious or quirky are just as 

commonplace if not more common than 

heterosexual relationships. However, a 

strong preference for the feminine and 

effeminate remains prevalent due to 

deep rooted historical ties to the sterility 

plague nearly one thousand years prior. 

Females were considered to be inherent-

ly powerful as they were the salvation of 

the Vaikan's survival during that time 

having been surrogate egg layers before 

the development of an efficient embryo 

creation system without a mother. The 

sterility plague has long since been 

cured among the Vaikan. The only rea-

son why a Vaikan may opt to lay an egg 

would be for the novelty. 
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Food 

Vaikan food is described as having un-

dergone massive improvements ever 

since the dissolution of strict enforce-

ment of the Code of Trust. Although 

food synthesizers are used to provide 

basic day to day needs, elaborate meals 

are a subject of great interest. 

Entertainment 

Most entertainment comes from seeking 

out novel activities to do. Any sort of 

foreign goods or something that can 

draw attention to someone is something 

to commonly seek out. Adventuring or 

building one's social status by proving 

themselves of a variety of feats are not 

only a common form of work, but also 

entertainment. 

For leisure, VR films and holograms are 

a common, easily accessibly form of 

entertainment. These can be historical 

retellings of past events in the Crucible 

Galaxy or completely fictional stories. 

Fantasy is a popular genre as a means of 

remaining in compliance about the rules 

against overly realistic VR's. VR's have 

also been used in a variety of self-care 

purposes such as relaxation, massages 

and other forms of pleasurable enter-

tainment. Some of these forms of enter-

tainment are acknowledged to exist, 

though it is considered rude to openly 

ask about one's own personal viewing 

habits. 

Ancient, traditional forms of entertain-

ment such as stage plays and live music 

concerts are also considered novelties. 

Population 

Vaikan consist of the overwhelming ma-

jority of Jaran's population. Most of the 

refugees from both Greenwater and 

Twin Hearts were from the Karalian 

Empire. The second highest population 

are the Eteno mostly made of those who 

either fled from the UESS-KE War or 

did not support it. The third most are 

the Drussiray who escaped to Jaran after 

the Anathema destroyed their home-

world of Zema. 

More than 75% of citizens in Jaran do 

not have children. Jaran has almost 

reached its maximum population sus-

tainability and new arrivals whether 

immigrated or born are rare. VR real-

estate has also become commonplace. A 

large portion of the population can now 

spend time in extensive VR communities 

doing all business within the virtual 
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world. Some have found this far prefera-

ble to the real-world. 

Religion 

see also: Dragon Daughters of Krayhan 

There is no official religion in the Sec-

ond Karalian Empire but some religions 

are more practiced than others. While 

many immigrants practice traditional 

religions from their home worlds, the 

most predominant religion is 

the Dragon Daughters of Krayhan. The 

Dragon Daughters religion, while it 

started off as a form of paganism during 

the era of the Drallan Federal Monarchy, 

it evolved to become central to the life-

style of many Jaranese people. 

Worship of the Dragon Daughters in-

volves three goddesses: Sashelma, Yolto-

ria and Kezoa. Each one embodies the 

traits of what one finds in an ideal com-

panion. Sashelma embodies harvest and 

fruitfulness, Yoltoria embodies loyalty 

and commitment, Kezoa embodies 

strength and the will of a warrior. They 

frequently appear around the Second 

Karalian Empire as interactable holo-

grams. Copies of these holograms can 

also be taken into one's household. 

During the era of the first Karalian Em-

pire, these goddesses were considered 

little more than amusements or self-

fulfilling fantasies for many lonely 

Vaikan. However, during the Second 

Karalian Empire, their presence is taken 

a lot more seriously and important to 

the lives of the Jaranese. It is common 

to see shrines dedicated to the goddess-

es. Whenever one passes by a shrine, it 

is common practice to leave a gift that 

would please the specific goddesses: 

food for Sashelma, a lit candle or lantern 

for Yoltoria, and a knife or other type of 

blade for Kezoa. 

Jamzezism has mostly fallen into obscu-

rity with Krayhan and Mordu-

in considered obscure relics of the past. 

However, a few of their belief systems 

such as a complex philosophy on the 

afterlife still carry over. It is still be-

lieved that a person's soul will remain 

after death so long as the person man-

aged to make a name for themselves in 

life. Iconography of Krayhan and Mor-

duin is still commonplace though they 

are mostly used for supplementary aes-

thetics rather than for religious purpos-

es. 

Worshipers of the evil goddess Deryani 

has become alarmingly commonplace 
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especially within Dark Zones. Illegal 

VR's centered around her that involve 

simulating murders and even to simu-

late the experience of being killed by 

Deryani are in circulation in the criminal 

underworld. 

Language 

Historically, Jaran has spoken both Yall-

vus Talk - the ancient language from 

Ucharpli, and Jaranese - another an-

cient language that developed in Jaran 

after the fall of the Drallan Federal Mon-

archy. Both languages are commonly 

used as the standard and most Jaran 

natives before the Anathema Wars were 

bilingual. 

After the Anathema Wars, hundreds of 

thousands of different languages now 

exist in the Second Karalian Empire. 

Over the one hundred years it took for 

Jaran to grow to accommodate its mas-

sive population, a translator system was 

created that uses the information gath-

ered from these hundreds of thousands 

of languages and their dialects. Those 

with a translator implant will be able to 

toggle on and off whether they want to 

have alien languages translated so that 

they can understand them. However, 

being able to learn and speak other lan-

guages is considered a novelty as well as 

a means of increasing one's reputation. 

Technology 

Matter Synthesis 

Devices that can print out matter are in 

common place. These are 3D printed 

reconstructed objects down to the atom-

ic level. Virtually any sort of object can 

be created such as food, clothing or vari-

ous machines. The perfection of matter 

synthesis was key to the Karalian Em-

pire achieving post-scarcity status. 

Medical 

Invented during the golden age of the 

Senate, Jaran's state of the art medical 

technology has allowed an individual's 

brain data to be fully integrated with a 

cloud server. That is, even if someone 

were die, they could be brought back to 

life via a 3D printed reconstruction 

while the consciousness is downloaded 

into the new body. The technology was 

only experimental but saw rapid devel-

opment after the Anathema began to 

invade as an emergency program in the 

event of the total destruction of the Cru-

cible Galaxy - if everyone were to die, 

there would be a backup for minds from 
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all over the galaxy to restart civilization 

again. Roving nomadic bands that have 

only heard stories of Jaran's technology 

refer to the place as a City of Immortals 

or as some sort of mystical afterlife. 

Virtual Crucible and VR 

main article: Virtual Crucible 

Virtual Crucible is a highly sophisticated 

simulated environment that recreates 

the entire Crucible Galaxy that was 

known by the Galactic Senate. This was 

created specifically for citizens who 

wished to live in the galaxy as it was 

before the invasion of the Anathema. 

Simulations within these simulations 

also exist meaning that Virtual Crucible 

has some dangers. A condition known as 

VR madness may arise from thinking 

that the real world is just another simu-

lation. A large number of participants in 

Virtual Crucible had to be quarantined 

in insane asylums as a result. As such, 

those who enter Virtual Crucible must 

sign a liability agreement. 

Because of the risk of VR madness, hy-

perrealistic virtual realities beyond Vir-

tual Crucible are still outlawed. Thus, 

many VR designers deliberately intro-

duce fantasy elements or other stylized 

aspects to help participants better dis-

tinguish between the real world and VR. 

Cloning 

As a natural side effect of their ability to 

bring people back to life, perfect clones 

are very commonplace. Some people 

deliberately change their appearance to 

look like anyone they desire. Celebrities 

such as Verina Mayn, war heroes such 

as Ahrganot Skizgo and historical fig-

ures such as Rustiagon Dralla are highly 

popular to use. This is considered a life-

style over anything practical as the 

workplace of the Second Karalian Em-

pire often prefer those who can make a 

name for themselves. 

Law enforcement 

Crime and Punishment 

The population increase of Jaran and 

over industrialization has lead to a dete-

rioration in the local ecology. In the 

most developed parts of Jaran, littering 

is considered a serious offense that 

could result in jail time. In the post 

Anathema era, the Karalian Empire in 

spite of its diminished influence is seek-

ing to expand the immortality network 

to beyond the Jar system in an effort to 
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preserve as many lives as they can. A few 

of these reconstruction stations have 

even been established in neighboring 

systems. Even space pirates have made 

use of the system to come back to life in 

the event they get caught in an unfortu-

nate firefight that ends their life. 

Because the death penalty has been 

banned on Jaran, the punishment for 

severe crimes is to be put in a limbo 

state. A person's body is either destroyed 

or put into stasis while the mind goes 

dormant for a certain amount of time. 

Many criminals, instead of going 

dormant, are instead linked to a VR 

prison - a self-contained virtual world 

with warden programs that prevent 

them from leaving until woken up from 

the outside. An unintended side effect is 

that after waking up from prison, many 

criminals begin to suffer VR sickness 

where they have trouble distinguishing 

reality from the virtual. 

Military 

Jaran became the location of 

the Kingsguard which was originally on 

Ucharpli. The Kingsguard as well as the 

local Dukesguard consists of both sol-

diers and mercenaries who fight for the 

sake of reputation. Much of the same 

military ranks carry over from the origi-

nal Karalian Empire. However, many of 

the KE's old starships were dismantled 

or repurposed as there was no longer a 

need to have such a large military in the 

post-Anathema galaxy. Thus, the mili-

tary of Jaran serves the role of a national 

guard. 

www.omniversenexus.net/wiki/ 

Second_Karalian_Empire 
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YGSIUM 

Benedict ‘Robdolf’ Robinson 

Ygsium is an exotic material essential 

for the functioning of much of the faster-

than-light technology in the galaxy. 

When charged and discharged like a 

capacitor, two identical pieces of solid 

ygsium instantly teleport surrounding 

matter from the vicinity of one piece to 

the vicinity of the other. Ygsium is not 

produced naturally and no present civili-

sation is capable of generating it by arti-

ficial means, all existing deposits being 

left over from the Omni civilisation. 

Atomic ygsium is comprised of a single 

ygson orbited by a single electron; as a 

solid it is a metallic reflective room-

temperature superconductor; liquid 

ygsium is black; ygsium gas is colour-

less. The material is far denser than any 

conventional substance, but far less 

dense than other high-density exotic 

materials such as neutronium.  

Properties 

The most important properties of yg-

sium concern its exceptional ability to 

instantaneously teleport nearby objects 

from one location to another, which can 

only occur under specific circumstances. 

The process requires two identical piec-

es of solid ygsium of high purity; they 

must be the same shape and size, and 

ideally the same temperature. To trigger 

teleportation, one is charged with a neg-

ative electric charge while the other is 

charged positively at exactly the same 

rate. When the charge passes a certain 

threshold, the two pieces discharge into 

one another, despite no current passing 

through the intervening space. In the 

process, a certain amount of surround-

ing mass is teleports from the vicinity of 

the negatively charged piece (ygsium-) 

to the vicinity of the positively charged 

piece (ygsium+); the larger the mass of 

ygsium used, and the smaller the dis-

tance between the two pieces, the more 

mass is teleported. The charge threshold 

which triggers teleportation rises with 

the mass of ygsium used and can be low-
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ered by exposing the ygsium to a power-

ful electric field (though this will reduce 

the amount of mass teleported). 

Though the science behind the proper-

ties of ygsium is not fully understood, 

millennia of experimentation has estab-

lished the basic rules of the teleportation 

process. Ygsium- always teleports the 

closest mass available. The mass reap-

pears after zero time in exactly the same 

configuration relative to the original 

location of the ygsium+ as it was around 

the ygsium-. For the process to succeed, 

the vicinity of the ygsium+ must be a 

vacuum or near-vacuum; if there is an 

obstruction, the corresponding chunk of 

teleported mass will simply remain in its 

original location, even if this means sep-

arating it from anything which teleports 

successfully. It has been determined that 

ygsium- always tries to teleport itself 

along with the mass around it, but is 

never able to because its destination is 

perfectly obstructed by the identically-

shaped ygsium+. An object does not acts 

as an obstruction if it itself is teleported 

away in the same process, so objects will 

successfully teleport over small distanc-

es even if the original and teleported 

object overlap. 

Uses 

Teleportation 

Point-to-point teleportation is the most 

obvious application of ygsium, though 

such systems are rare due to their great 

expense. The amount of ygsium required 

to teleport a given mass rises dramati-

cally with distance; the ygsium expense 

even for a modest cross-city teleporter 

makes such systems economically unvia-

ble apart from in the most exceptional 

circumstances. The power requirements 

for each teleportation are similarly over-

whelming. 

Where they can be found, ygsium tele-

porters usually consist of two large iden-

tical pieces of ygsium, each with an in-

ternal cavity - while ygsium teleports the 

closest mass, it has been found to favour 

the mass within a cavity above all else. 

Cargo (or passengers) are placed in one 

cavity, while the other cavity is convert-

ed to a vacuum. Teleportation can then 

take place. Ygsium teleporters have a 

certain maximum mass which can be 

teleported, which can be lowered to the 

mass of the cargo by exposing the yg-

sium to a strong electric field. As with all 

instances of ygsium teleportation, it is 

important that the teleporter is calibrat-

ed carefully. If the teleportation mass is 

set too high, mass around the device will 
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also be teleported. If the teleportation 

mass is set too low, not all of the cargo 

will be teleported; usually this means 

the teleporter will favour the closest 

available mass; but within a cavity, the 

teleporter favours a random selection of 

particles, with undesirable results. 

Ansible 

The cheapest application of ygsium is in 

faster-than-light communication. This 

relies on three properties of ygsium: 

The larger the teleportation distance, the 

more ygsium is required to teleport a 

given amount of mass. 

The less mass is being teleported, the 

less ygsium is required to teleport it. 

Smaller amounts of ygsium require less 

electric charge to trigger a teleportation. 

While the amount of ygsium required to 

trigger a teleportation rises dramatically 

with distance, ansibles counter this by 

teleporting something with insignificant 

mass - a signal. Ansibles use a miniscule 

amount of ygsium shaped into a hollow 

cavity, usually encased in some form of 

electrical component. Millions of times 

every second, a signal packet is sent into 

the cavity and teleported to a corre-

sponding cavity somewhere else in the 

universe. Because of the equivalence of 

energy and matter, signals technically 

have a tiny mass, so the signal strength 

is made as weak as possible to minimise 

any issues this causes. Due to the small 

size of the cavity, ansibles tend to use 

short-wavelength signals such as micro-

waves. A modern ansible can transmit 

anywhere in the galaxy and beyond with 

zero delay; older or low-grade models 

may have range issues over extremely 

long distances. 

Thanks to standardisation by the Galac-

tic Senate, there are trillions of identical 

ansible cavities across the galaxy, all 

with the potential to link with each oth-

er. As with any other system involving 

ygsium teleportation, ansible cavities 

must be charged in perfect synchronicity 

in order for them to link (otherwise, no 

teleportation will occur). To ensure that 

two given cavities link with each other 

and not something else (by malicious 

intent or otherwise), ansible cavities are 

charged in a complex fluctuating pattern 

defined by a pre-agreed 'key'. Any break 

from this pattern on either side will re-

sult in a link being severed. The proto-

cols used to set these keys are the back-

bone of galactic mass communication. 
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FTL Drive 

Main article: FTL Drive 

The FTL drive is perhaps the most well-

known use of ygsium in the galaxy. FTL 

drives work thanks to three important 

properties of ygsium teleportation: 

The ygsium- always tries to teleport it-

self, but is obstructed by the ygsium+. 

Teleportation is successful if potential 

obstructions are teleported away in the 

same process. 

The destination is defined by the origi-

nal location of the ygsium+, even if the 

ygsium+ moves during teleportation. 

As a result of these two properties, if the 

two pieces of ygsium are placed close 

enough together that the ygsium+ is 

within the range of the ygsium-, the yg-

sium+ will teleport in line with every-

thing else, allowing the ygsium- to tele-

port unobstructed into the original loca-

tion of the ygsium+. In effect, the whole 

configuration, including the ygsium, 

jumps forward in no time. As the ygsium

- takes the place of the ygsium+, the 

distance they both move forward is ex-

actly the same as the distance between 

the two. A single such teleportation is 

not very useful for faster-than-light trav-

el. 

FTL drives work by performing billions 

of such short-range teleportations every 

second. Since each of these teleporta-

tions takes no time, the rate at which an 

FTL drive can move is not limited by the 

speed of light, nor does it involve any 

feelings of acceleration. Such a rapid 

succession of teleportations is usually 

achieved by wiring the two pieces of 

ygsium (referred to as 'ygsium cores') to 

a powerful waveform generator. The 

speed of an FTL drive is calculated as 

the frequency of the waveform generator 

multiplied by the distance between the 

two ygsium cores. For example, a ship 

with a drive displacement of 30 feet run-

ning at 1 billion Hertz would travel at a 

speed of 30 billion feet per second, or 30 

times lightspeed. 

Jumpgate 

Main article: Jumpgate 

The amount of ygsium required to tele-

port a given mass rises logarithmically 

with distance - it increases dramatically 

over relatively small distances, but starts 

to level off over galactic distances. A 
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civilisation with access to vast quantities 

of ygsium can therefore build teleporters 

which send objects across the galaxy 

almost as easily as they send objects to 

nearby star systems. While no present 

civilisation has the ability to build such 

devices, previous civilisations have done 

so, and the galactic network of jump-

gates (or 'stone rings') is used to this 

day. 

A jumpgate consists of a vast torus of 

ygsium; placing mass within the torus 

guarantees it to be favoured for tele-

portation over mass on the outside. Eve-

ry jumpgate has its own independent 

power source to provide the incredible 

amounts of energy required; depending 

on the size of this power source and the 

size of the object to be teleported, it may 

take some time for a jumpgate to reach 

the charge threshold which triggers a 

teleportation. As long as their ygsium 

toruses are the same shape and size, any 

two jump gates can be linked if directed 

to do so from both sides; the vast major-

ity of the jumpgates across the galaxy 

are of the same specification, and can 

therefore be linked. 

Acquisition 

Synthesis 

An atom of ygsium consists of a single 

electron orbiting an exotic particle 

known as an ygson. The ygson is a high-

ly massive particle not known to occur 

naturally - it must be synthesised under 

conditions which do not exist in nature. 

Due to the high mass of the ygson, this 

process requires energy densities which 

can only be achieved in particle accelera-

tors on the scale of star systems. No pre-

sent civilisation is capable of synthesis-

ing ygsium. All known ygsium in the 

galaxy originated in Omni particle accel-

erators long ago. 

Recycling 

Most of the galaxy's ygsium consump-

tion is satisfied by the recycling of old 

components. The ygsium cores of most 

FTL drives are standardised to certain 

specifications, so they can be easily re-

moved from decommissioned ships to 

be installed in new ones; waste disposal 

companies painstakingly extract the tiny 

pieces of ygsium from electronic compo-

nents; despite their great expense, every 

major civilisation runs at least one ultra-

high temperature ygsium furnace to 

melt down old components and cast 

them into new ones. Recycling repre-

sents the bulk of the galaxy's ygsium 

economy, but it cannot satisfy all needs. 
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No recycling process has a 100% recov-

ery rate, and civilisations hoping to ex-

pand their use of ygsium technology 

must draw a surplus from other sources. 

Deposits 

The widespread use of ygsium by previ-

ous civilisations has left deposits scat-

tered across the galaxy. Apart from recy-

cling, the excavation of these deposits is 

the only source of ygsium for modern 

civilisations, making prospecting a lu-

crative business. The highest-grade de-

posits are in excavated ruins, but due to 

the passage of time there are also lower-

grade deposits imbued in the litho-

spheres of some planets and asteroids. 

While jump gates technically represent 

the largest deposits of ygsium, they are 

rarely dismantled for their resources as 

they are far more valuable for their role 

in galactic travel. An irreparable jump 

gate, however, could be dismantled to 

supply an entire civilisation with ygsium 

for a long time. 

Ygsium is not evenly distributed across 

the galaxy. The highest concentrations 

can be found on the footprint of 

the Omni civilisation, as well as the foot-

prints of theKarnasaur and Buyuk civili-

sations which also extracted and utilised 

large amounts of ygsium in their time. 

Though there are many exceptions 

(notably the high number of ygsium 

deposits in Greenwater), in general the 

concentration of ygsium increases to-

ward the galactic centre, and in the di-

rection of the Cirphius-Ullana Arm. 

www.omniversenexus.net/wiki/ 

Ygsium 
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ERUDITE 
TALES 

What is Erudite Tales?  

Erudite Tales is a fantasy setting wherein magic is a limited 

resource, and the original pantheon of gods have long since left 

the mortal races to fend for themselves. ET is almost exclusively 

limited in scope to the single planet of Erudite, filled with various 

magical and alien landscapes and creatures. 

How does magic work in the setting? 

Magic in Erudite Tales is not derived from any vague 

replenishable internal source, or supernatural everpresent 

energy, as in many other fantasy settings. It can only be obtained 

from Ekati crystals, mined up and traded as a commodity, or by 

using up jing, only obtainable in small amounts from the souls of 

mortals (whether the user’s own soul or someone else’s). 

Josiah ‘Majoras’ Vesey 
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Is Erudite Tales medieval, or modern fantasy? 

Erudite Tales, as a setting, has no set era of focus chronologically. 

Stories and events can be set at any time from the beginnings of 

primitive civilization throughout various ages of advancement. 
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INFINITE 
HISTORIES 

What is Infinite Histories?  

Infinite Histories is the Nexus’s alternative history setting. Like 

many of the settings here, Infinite Histories has something of a 

fantastical twist — it is possible for characters to travel between 

the different timelines (or verses, as we call them). It is the 

adventures and conflicts which this unlocks, and a more 

speculative, story-driven approach to alternative history, that 

gives Infinite Histories its particular flavour. 

What verses do you have in Infinite Histories? 

If you look on the site at the moment you’ll see two verses. 

Romanum is a resurrection of a the most successful verse in the 

previous version of the setting, following the classic althistory 

premise of a Roman Empire which never came to an end. 

Colonialism Plus in a new concept, for a world in which the 

European empires continued to this day.  I myself plan to 

resurrect an old verse — Atra Mors; a world in which the Black 

Death all but wipes out the European continent. 

Benedict ‘Rob’ Robinson 
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What have you been up to recently? 

We’re currently in a state of renewal, which means we have two 

focuses for the development of the new setting — new verses 

and the origin story. As you’ve seen, we’re looking to add new 

verses as well as resurrecting verses from the previous version 

of the setting. The renewed setting, and much of the lore that 

makes it up, is based around a setting origin story called The 

Think Tank, which follows the staff of a laboratory which 

simulates alternative timelines. They soon discover that these 

‘simulations’ are more real than they thought, in a series of 

events which culminates in the climactic Multiverse War. 

How can I contribute? 

The best way you can contribute is by creating new verses, and 

offering ideas for the still-developing origin story. Infinite 

Histories will soon have a guide page which outlines the general 

rules of the setting, how to create your own verse, and any lore 

you might need to manoeuvre around while doing so. Most of 

the new Infinite Histories will centre around the origin story, but 

the framework will provide plenty of leeway to make universes 

which are almost completely isolated if you so wish. 
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DREAM 
WALKERS 

Benjamin ‘Chromogar’ Cosham 

What places exist in Dreamwalkers?  

Dreamwalkers has four groups of worlds inhabited by humans. The Sol cluster, 

where Earth is located, is the cradle of humanity, where they began their 

journey out into the dreamworlds. The Primanna cluster is home to the almost

-familiar Coracan whose history is made up of cyclic apocalypses. Atzlan is an 

inside-out cluster shaped by giant living natural forces and where nomadic 

humans make their home among singing flowers. Lusderra, also known as the 

Dark Cluster, is a harsh and unforgiving place where humans have learned to 

live with the id - the dark spirits - and the cluster is home to a logical, reptilian 

people called the Quipu, who are incapable of dreamwalking. Each cluster has 

multiple worlds, some weaved together by humans and others natural. 

What is Dreamwalkers? 

Dreamwalkers is the setting of mythic adventure and wanderlust. Humans 

share the known universe, or Gyrus, with spirits and a diverse pantheon of 

legendary gods. It’s possible for people in this setting to travel to other, 

worlds by dreamwalking. Dreamwalkers focuses on human experience in a 

setting where they must live alongside spiritual beings and creatures. 
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What’s going on in the setting right now? 

Apocalyptic threads are being tied together. Earth 

faces a Final Rupture, the third since creation, but a 

god called Praxis is promising to protect them for 

the price of total submission, a cost some are 

willing to bear after the events of 1999. Meanwhile, 

as order and peace in the Primanna are breaking 

down into chaos and war, one date is leaking 

through, an apparent prophecy of a terrible event 

to come. 43/7, the 43rd of Arum; or, on Earth, the 

14th of November 2020. All the Clusters are 

drawing together and coming into contact as their 

societies become aware of the greater reality 

beyond their homeworlds. 

Dreamwalkers looks cool and I’d like to be involved. 

What can I do? 

While Dreamwalkers is one of the Nexus’ more active 

settings, we’ll always appreciate new people helping us to 

bring this mythos to life, whether that be through writing 

new stories, creating artworks or even video game design. 

Everything is a work in progress and if you have an idea 

that might expand the setting in a cool way, we’d love to 

hear it in pitch form. 
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BREAK 

Benjamin ‘Chromogar’ Cosham 

It’s out there, somewhere. My great ene-

my. Stealer of souls and taker of friends. 

And it’s chasing me. Down, down, down. 

Through everything that I remember 

and some things I don’t. 

An unknown, perhaps, unknowable, 

woman interrupts my dream. My ticket 

to inner space. 

Where have you looked? 

That woman again. The one with hair of 

an indeterminate shade. The one who 

invades my dreams. No...it feels like she 

was already here, somehow, and that 

she never leaves between appearances. 

This time, I’m prepared. We’re not going 

to meet in an embarrassing memory or 

an abyssal dark room. Things are more 

professional now; as in, I’ve got a proper 

place for meeting. We come to a garden 

where the sun always shines, but never 

burns. A giant, octagonal roof covers us 

as we look over the perfectly trimmed 

bushes lining mathematical paths. This 

place is my inheritance. I still haven’t 

got on top of the piles of old relics inside 

the Cathedral. 

‘So many places. I’ve been all over 

the Primanna.’ I say. ‘And so many 

times. I’ve got a list. Eighty-nine names 

going back five centuries. Eighty people 

almost completely erased from exist-

ence. Who knows how many more have 

no one who ever remembered them?’’ 

Impressive. Any candidates? 

‘What? No. I’ve got nothing,’ I answer. 

‘Incredibly powerful dark spirit with a 
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thirst for human souls? WOW, did I not 

find any. Especially not in this war.’ 

She sighs lightly. 

We’re not as far along as I’d hoped. 

‘What do you MEAN?’ 

Instead of answering me, she changes 

the subject 

Are you prepared for the War? 

‘What do you mean “prepared”?’ I say. 

‘There’s already a War. People are get-

ting attacked by giant spirit slugs every 

day. Missing persons reports are up by 

five times over last year and we’re barely 

halfway through this year! It’s only press 

censorship that keeps people in the dark 

about this unless someone they know 

goes missing.’ 

‘And it’s happening all over the world,’ I 

add. 

This is just the beginning. 

‘It’ll get worse, then?’ 

She nods. 

‘Do you know what it’s going to be like?’ 

I can’t tell you. 

‘Why are you always like this?’ I ask. 

‘You never laugh. You barely ever show 

any emotion. You always give these stu-

pid “cryptic” answers to my questions. 

And you-’ 

Look at my face. 

‘What?’ I protest. But, before she says 

anything, I force myself to stare at the 

fleshy mass that is her head. There’s 

almost nothing to see. There’s a face, 

there, somewhere, but it’s like I don’t 

want to see it. Everything else here is in 

HD, but her face isn’t. It’s like I’m 

watching a video of something on bad 

internet and there’s just confetti spray-

ing into the air and turning everything 

into a blocky mess. 

I’m being careful. If I do one thing 

wrong, everything breaks. I’m not sup-

posed to be here. I shouldn’t- 

She stops herself. 

One day, everything will break. The 

truth will come out and you will have the 

answers you need. The answers we need. 
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But you’ve got to be ready. If you’re 

ready, you might just survive. 

‘What will break?’ I try to prod more out 

of her. 

The world will break. It’s not ready. 

You’ve seen a bit of what lies out there in 

the Gyrus and among the distant dream-

worlds. 

‘I met someone from outside 

the Primanna last year. No 

way CSMT don’t know about it. He 

talked about a place called Earth. That’s 

Ardan, right? From those old stories?’ 

The bridges between worlds are opening 

up again. 

‘Contact is coming. Well, it’s already 

come, but soon everybody’s going to 

know. Culture shock alone’s going to be 

big.’ 

‘Not just that, though, right?’ I press on, 

sensing that she’s hiding something. 

‘Too many people wouldn’t know how to 

dreamwalk or fight an id to save their 

lives. Something bad’s going to happen. 

People are going to die.’ 

She stiffens, as if I’ve thought of a solu-

tion for a maths problem and doesn’t 

want to give away whether it’s right be-

fore I’ve done the working myself. 

I’m right. I don’t have specifics, but I’ve 

got to be right. A disaster is coming, 

something that will affect all of Coracan. 

I remember something, the ace up my 

sleeve, ‘Wouldn’t have anything to do 

with a particular date, would it?’ 

What date? 

‘The forty-third of Arum, this 

year. 43/7/4320.’ 

I can’t see the expression on her face, 

but I know what it would be. She knows 

it. 

So you’ve seen it. 

‘Yes,’ I say. ‘I’ve tracked down dozens of 

new dreambleeds, all warning about this 

date. They’re pretty random. I’ve seen 

them in computers, in alleyways, in 

parks. Even a graffiti tag saying “43/7”. 

It’s everywhere now.’ 

One Sunday in Arum 

She says, wistfully. 

‘What do you know?’ I demand. 
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Not enough. But I do know there’s noth-

ing you can do to stop it and I trust you 

to do the right thing when it happens. 

I’ve got too many questions. If I answer 

one, I discover five more. After two 

years, I still haven’t found out what or 

where the Soul-Stealer is. And now, an 

apocalypse approaches, in the ancient 

sense of the word. In the sense of revela-

tion. There’s going to be a bit more go-

ing on than a few extra id roaming the 

streets of Darana. 

She’s right. I don’t know what War is 

yet. Not like the Wars before I was born, 

nor the ones that get beamed onto TVs, 

nor the skirmishes I fight against dark 

spirits in shadowy corners. There’s still a 

peace for me to escape to. Still a 

‘normal’. I go to school and most people 

think dreamwalking’s impossible and 

that spirits belong in the superstitious 

past. But we’re the ones who have grown 

distant from reality. My peace is an illu-

sion, living on borrowed time. It will 

break. Maybe, I will too. 
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NO NORMAL 

Benjamin ‘Chromogar’ Cosham 

Nothing can go just 'go back to 'normal ', 

not after this. Some things will be 

changed forever. No one will ignore the 

spirits or their dreamings again. Not 

after 43/7. There's been too much hurt. 

What's that? Shit. It hasn't happened for 

you yet. Well. Uh. Sorry in advance. 

But there's not much I can do for you. 

Odd little blip, this? A little time dis-

placement. 

Wow is that not good. Reality cracked a 

bit. Time isn't supposed to work like 

this, so this 'thing' should tie itself off in 

just a moment.But like shiiiit is this bad. 

I shouldn't be able to talk to you right 

now. You might even be- 

Or maybe a memory? I'm not exactly 

sure what you are. Uh...I don't know 

what's happened to you. I don't know 

you. But you- 

When are you? Tell me the date, please. 

Oh. Okay. You've got a bit of time. Just 

under four months. Spend them wisely. 

I never asked you if you think spirits or 

dreamwalking are real things yet. 

They're real. It's all real. And some of it 

wants to- 

Augh. I'm not spelling this out for you. 

Every assumption you've held about the 

world is about to be challenged or shat-

tered. Prepare yourself, whoever you 

are. You will need to- 

Ah. Looks like this blip is tapering off. 

I'll be cut off any moment now. But be-
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fore that happens and before 43/7 hap-

pens, I need you to know that you abso-

lutely need to prioritise- 
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THE TOY  
BOX KINGDOM 

Karl ‘Krayfishkarl’ Ast 

This article is about the music track. For 

the in-universe location, see: Toy Box. 

The Toy Box Kingdom is a music track 

composed by Krayfishkarl. It is part of 

the soundtrack of Dreamwalkers: Sleep 

Descent. The song was created using FL 

Studio with the Spitfire Audio BBC Sym-

phony Orchestra VST. 

Description 

After many years of absence, Maria Mar-

tines returns to a dream world she creat-

ed as a child - the Toy Box. Its denizens 

are ecstatic to see her, and they throw a 

parade celebrating her arrival, but 

things aren't quite the same as she re-

members. 

www.omniversenexus.net/wiki/ 
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Date 

Duration 

Instruments 

30 May 2020 

02:37 

Brass, strings, woodwinds,  

glockenspiel, xylophone 
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SMOG 
HOLLOWS 

James ‘Avetzan’ Mørk 

What is Smog Hollows? 

A horror setting where reality is fluid and terrors reign supreme. 

Stories are centred on claustrophobic locales known as ‘Hollows’ 

which are surrounded on all sides by the malevolent Smog. Time 

before the smog rolled in is vague at best, with anything outside 

of the monster-filled abyss being a distant memory. 

What makes this setting distinct from the others? 

Smog Hollows intends to break the stride of how the other settings of 

the Nexus work. Instead of a fully formed coherent world of lore that 

needs research before diving into the creative side, we focus on 

smaller narrative units that follow a few simple rules. As long as these 

rules are followed then the technical aspects of location, history, and 

contradictions can be willfully ignored. The Smog is a confusing and 

malleable place, and stories will always take precedence over 

informative articles that can be found elsewhere.  
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What have you been up to recently? 

Recently the setting has seen little work done. By count of 

active users, this is definitely the smallest setting on the 

Nexus and this shows in the amount of work that gets 

done for this setting. Plans are still in motion for future 

stories, however, and even in the lull a story has recently 

been posted: “Chased in the Forest” - a simple short piece 

about a character chased by a monster. The piece was 

made in order to get across the point that the stories 

made here don’t have to be on the more psychological or 

thematic side of things, and that simpler works are 

encouraged here too. 

How can I contribute? 

The best way to contribute is to read our guide page on the 

website and pitch the story of a Hollow to the loremaster! What 

is this place that houses safety from the dangers of the Smog? 

What beasts, if any, lurk nearby? What are the threats? And how 

are people coping? You can even make your own take on 

another user’s creations if they give you permission - if 

something catches your eye then send that user a message and 

see if they’ll allow you to work on the project. 
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CHASED IN  
THE FOREST 

James ‘Avetzan’ Mork 

The mists were obscuring everything 

beyond the forest path. 

The trees were thin and spindly at the 

sides, but there were so many that the 

woman could hardly see past them. 

Her brother was back on the path 

somewhere, beyond the bank. 

He’d opted to carry all of the food and 

trinkets they’d found, to give her a 

moment of respite, and clearly it was 

taking its toll. 

She called out to him, offering to take 

the load back. 

... 

A piercing scream replied. 

She ran quickly to the hill to look down 

at where they’d been walking - and it 

was standing there: the hulking mass of 

muscle and fur locking eyes with her. 

It growled - blood dripping from its 

maw. 

She knew that there were monsters in 

the mist, but this was a routine run for 

supplies - it should’ve been safe! 

The creature bowed down, getting into a 

hunting position, its hackles standing 

up. 

Should she run? 

But what about her brother? 

What about the supplies? 

His clothes and the rest of it were laying 

there at its feet... and what if it had only 

injured him? 

Her legs were shaking. 
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And then her body made the decision for 

her - she was running away. 

Tears were streaming down her face as 

she stomped her way over the dry leaves 

and wet mud. 

Her mind was on many tracks at once as 

she went: 

“Run! Get Away!” 

“How could you leave him?” 

“He’s dead.” 

“It’s getting closer!” 

“It’s your fault.” 

“I can’t do anything!” 

“I’m going to die here.” 

“Just... keep... running...” 

The undergrowth was trying its best to 

trip her up - but she was used to running 

in the Smog. 

Careful foot after careful foot was 

keeping her barely ahead of the beast - 

but if she didn’t get back... 

even if she did she’d just be bringing the 

creature to the other families waiting in 

the Hollow for food. 

She had to try something else. 

Running would only mean death. 

She spotted a gap in the trees up ahead 

to her left. 

When the timing was right, she dove to 

the side. 

The wolf-like behemoth barrelled past, 

snapping - it slipped and tumbled over 

down an embankment. 

This was her chance to go back for her 

brother. 

She was running the other way now, 

back up the forest trail to where it had 

first spotted her... to the supplies, and 

where he would be... 

“He must be alive.” 

“He isn’t.” 

Either way, he was the one who had 

been carrying a weapon. 
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It wasn’t much, but a knife was still 

something. 

Only being able to see ten or so metres 

into the Smog made it difficult to retrace 

her steps. 

The trees seemed to be closing in. 

The ground looked as if it shifted. 

“Keep focused.” 

The monster was further behind than 

she’d thought - precious seconds added 

for her chance. 

She was back where she had heard the 

scream. 

She looked down the path 

The supplies had been scattered around. 

The tattered clothes were in the middle. 

“There!” 

She spotted the knife. 

She couldn’t afford to hesitate - she half 

jumped and half ran for the knife on the 

ground. 

She stumbled and fell, and she heard the 

creature had made it to the top of the 

small hill. 

Crawling forward, she heard the heavy 

panting of the predator. 

She grabbed it, turned, and thrust it 

forward. 

The thing had been lunging towards her 

- its body crushed hers under the weight, 

and the claws scratched. 

But the knife was well placed - through 

the centre of the head. 

She was injured, but nothing fatal. 

She was shaking. 

With a heave, the creature was lumped 

off to the side. 

She slowly backed herself away, leaning 

into a tree at the side to catch her 

breath. 

She could feel the humid sweat on her 

forehead. 

As her mind calmed down she started to 

look around again. 
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The knife was her brothers... found near 

the clothes... 

“No... no that can’t...” 

There wasn’t a body to be found - no 

remains... except for the wolf. 

She looked again at the horror that had 

chased her... 

...and she found her brother’s green eyes 

glazed over… 
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HEROIC 
AGES 

What is Heroic Ages? 

Heroic Ages is a superhero fiction shared universe. It’s meant to 

feature a diverse range of superpowered characters, or Supers, 

from aliens to cyborgs to pirates to Vikings, much like the Marvel 

and DC universes. Unlike the Marvel and DC universes, Heroic 

Ages makes two major assumptions - that superheroes have 

existed throughout history, and that their actions have altered 

that history. Therefore, stories in Heroic Ages take place anytime 

between the prehistoric past and the distant future, in a light 

alternate history similar but not identical to the real world. 

Mattias ‘Kingliman’ Westby 

What can I find there, in terms of stories and characters? 

At the moment, the vast majority of Heroic Ages content on the 

website is part of a story arc taking place in the distant future, in 

the far-off star system of MIM. However, plans exist for stories 

about Supers all across history and all around the world.  
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What’s next for the setting? 

At the moment, we’re working primarily on adding 

new content and better categorizing the content we 

have. Our plan is to expand our roster of Super 

characters, then create an index of different power 

types by which we can categorize different Supers.  

Is there anything I can do to help with Heroic Ages? 

Absolutely! If you have an idea for a superhero character, 

or something you’d like to see done with an existing 

character, then all you have to do is pitch your idea. We’ll 

decide whether the characters fits into our established 

vision for Heroic Ages. If you receive a greenlight from our 

Loremaster, Kingliman, then you can start creating! Heroic 

Ages is one of the youngest settings in the Omniverse 

Nexus, and right now, every new contributor helps. 
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